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Abstract—On-chip L1 and L2 caches represent a sizeable
fraction of the total power consumption of microprocessors. In
nanometer-scale technology, the subthreshold leakage power is
becoming one of the dominant total power consumption com-
ponents of those caches. In this study, we present optimization
techniques to reduce the subthreshold leakage power of on-chip
caches assuming that there are multiple threshold voltages, ’s,
available. First, we show a cache leakage optimization technique
that examines the tradeoff between access time and subthreshold
leakage power by assigning distinct ’s to each of the four
main cache components—address bus drivers, data bus drivers,
decoders, and static random access memory (SRAM) cell arrays
with sense amplifiers. Second, we show optimization techniques
to reduce the leakage power of L1 and L2 on-chip caches without
affecting the average memory access time. The key results are:
1) two additional high ’s are enough to minimize leakage in a
single cache—3 ’s if we include a nominal low for micro-
processor core logic; 2) if L1 size is fixed, increasing L2 size can
result in much lower leakage without reducing average memory
access time; 3) if L2 size is fixed, reducing L1 size may result in
lower leakage without loss of the average memory access time for
the SPEC2K benchmarks; and 4) smaller L1 and larger L2 caches
than are typical in today’s processors result in significant leakage
and dynamic power reduction without affecting the average
memory access time.

Index Terms—Microprocessor memory hierarchy, multiple
threshold voltage, on-chip caches, SRAM, subthreshold leakage
power.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNTIL VERY recently, only dynamic power has been a
significant source of power consumption, and Moore’s

law has helped to control it. Shrinking processor technology
below 100 nm has allowed, and actually required, reducing the
supply voltage to reduce dynamic power consumption. How-
ever, smaller geometries with a low-threshold voltage exacer-
bate leakage, so static power is beginning to dominate the power
consumption equation [1]. For example, a 90-nm Pentium 4 con-
sumes 110 W, and roughly 40% of the total power dissipation
is consumed by leakage power [2]. The excessive heat dissipa-
tion by the leakage power in the high-end 90-nm Pentium 4 pro-
cessor forced Intel Corporation to adopt more expensive power
delivery, cooling, and packaging systems.
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A potentially important source of this power dissipation
is on-chip caches, because larger on-chip caches are being
integrated onto the chip. For example, an Intel processor for
server applications has 1 and 6 MB on-chip L2 and L3 caches,
respectively1; subthreshold leakage power is dissipated by all
of the subbanks even if they are not accessed, while dynamic
power is dissipated when a cache subbank is accessed. To
alleviate this problem, transistors in caches could be designed
for low subthreshold leakage, for example, by assigning them
a higher threshold voltage or by controlling the with
adaptive body biasing or, if a better balance of speed and power
is required, by employing dual [3]–[7]. Traditionally, at
most two ’s—one low and one high —have been avail-
able in high-performance process technologies, allowing cache
designers only limited flexibility for suppressing subthreshold
leakage current. To further improve the subthreshold leakage,
several circuit and microarchitectural techniques [8]–[13] have
therefore been proposed targeted at the subthreshold leakage
power reduction of L1 caches.

One consequence of the increasing importance of sub-
threshold leakage current is that, the number of available ’s
in future process technologies will increase. Next-generation
65-nm processes are expected to support three ’s (one
low and two high ’s) and future processes are likely to
provide designers with even more choices. This increase
provides new flexibility for subthreshold leakage power re-
duction methods, allowing new tradeoffs between the of
different parts of a cache and between different levels in the
cache hierarchy. The availability of additional ’s suggests a
new examination of the tradeoff between cache size and to
reduce power loss from subthreshold leakage current.

In this study, we present systematic techniques for assigning
multiple ’s to memory hierarchies to minimize power dis-
sipation, in particular subthreshold leakage [14]. Based on our
techniques, we provide a detailed quantitative tradeoff analysis
between access time and subthreshold leakage power of on-chip
caches as a function of the number and the strength of .
Although the qualitative trends of subthreshold leakage power
versus access time tradeoff are well known, this paper provides a
detailed quantitative analysis to determine the optimal number
of ’s for given design constraints and to justify the cost of
extra ’s. First, we examine optimal leakage power dissipa-
tion for various access times in on-chip SRAM caches, when
more than one high is available. Then, we show how many
high ’s are needed, in addition to a nominal required for
the processor’s general logic circuits and how much should
be increased for effective leakage power reduction for

1[Online]. Available: http://www.intel.com
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TABLE I
CACHE ORGANIZATIONS FOR EACH CACHE SIZE

various cache access time points. Second, we present how cache
leakage power can be reduced while maintaining the same av-
erage memory access time of a processor memory system using
L1 and L2 cache access statistics for SPEC2K workloads [15].

The reminder of this study is organized as follows. Section II
explains our on-chip cache subthreshold leakage power and ac-
cess time-modeling methodologies. Section III presents a sub-
threshold leakage power optimization technique for a given ac-
cess time constraint and provides a quantitative tradeoff analysis
of on-chip cache subthreshold leakage power and access time.
Section IV presents two-level cache leakage power optimization
techniques using cache access statistics. Section V discusses fu-
ture directions for this line of work and adds some concluding
remarks.

II. ON-CHIP CACHE LEAKAGE POWER AND ACCESS

TIME MODELS

To examine tradeoffs between subthreshold leakage power
and access time of a processor cache memory system, we need
circuit models to estimate the subthreshold leakage power and
access time of caches. Rather than starting from scratch, we
could have built on a widely used cache memory model called
“CACTI” [16]. This model estimates access time, dynamic en-
ergy dissipation, and area of caches for given cache configura-
tion parameters such as total size, line size, associativity, and
number of ports. However, it is based on an outdated 0.8- m
CMOS technology and it applies linear scaling to obtain the fig-
ures for smaller process technologies. Furthermore, it does not
provide access time and leakage power when multiple ’s are
available. To address these shortcomings, we designed caches
with the 70-nm Berkeley predictive technology model (BPTM)2

in anticipation of the next generation of process technology.
Then, we derived our subthreshold leakage power and access
time models based on the HSPICE simulations of the designed
cache circuits.

The designed caches ranged from 16 to 1024 KB in size. The
bitlines and wordlines were segmented to improve access time,
and subbanks were employed to reduce dynamic power dissipa-
tion [17] as well; see Table I for the cache subbank organization
used in this study. The caches were broken into four components
for the purposes of assigning distinct ’s: address bus drivers,

2[Online]. Available: http://www-device.eecs.berkeley.edu/ptm

Fig. 1. Cache subbank organization.

data bus drivers, decoders, and 6T-SRAM cell arrays with sense
amplifiers. Fig. 1 illustrates the cache subbank organization used
in this study.

The circuit topology and the ratios of transistors in
the decoder circuits are based on the CACTI model but opti-
mized for the 70-nm technology. In addition, modern techniques
for lower voltage are employed for the bitline precharge and
sense-amplifier circuits. For the address and data bus intercon-
nects, we employed an H-tree topology and inserted repeaters
on each branch of the buses to optimize the interconnect delay
of cache buses. To obtain the interconnect capacitance and re-
sistance of long wires such as bitlines, wordlines, address, and
data buses, the lengths of the interconnects are estimated using
SRAM cell dimensions of 1.42 m 0.72 m and the cache or-
ganizations in Table I. Then, for given interconnect length, the
predictor provided in footnote 2 is used to estimate the intercon-
nect capacitance and resistance.

HSPICE simulations were run extensively to obtain leakage
power and access time (or delay) models for wide ranges of
cache sizes and ’s for their four components. We considered

’s between 0.2 and 0.5 V in steps of 0.05 V at 1-V nominal
supply voltage. We measured the leakage power and the delay
of each cache component separately.

A. Leakage Power Models

Fig. 2 shows versus leakage power of the 7 128,
8 256, and 9 512 row decoders that we designed. The
HSPICE simulation results shown in Fig. 2 agree with the
exponential decay in leakage power with a linear increase of

that is characteristic of general CMOS circuits

(1)

To obtain an approximated analytic equation for leakage power
as a function of , we measured the leakage power of the de-
coders at each discrete point, and we applied an exponen-
tially decaying curve fitting method to the measured leakage
power as follows:

(2)

where , and are constants derived from using Origin
6.1, which is a scientific graphing and analysis software curve-
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TABLE II
CACHE COMPONENT LEAKAGE POWER MODEL COEFFICIENTS AT 70 C DIE TEMPERATURE AND A TYPICAL CORNER FOR EACH CACHE SIZE

Fig. 2. Leakage power dissipation of the 7� 128, 8� 256, and 9� 512
decoders.

fitting package3—the -squared error is less than 0.001 for each
fitted curves.

The rest of the cache components—address driver, data
driver, and 6T SRAM cell array—show the same leakage
power trend characteristics as the decoder of Fig. 2; leakage
power decreases exponentially with the linear increase of .
Hence, an identical curve-fitting method can be applied for
these components to derive leakage power models like (2). The
coefficients for all of the components in (2) can be found in
Table II.

Once all of the approximated analytic leakage power models
for each component are derived for a cache size, the total
leakage power of the cache can be approximated as the sum

3[Online]. Available: http://www.originlab.com

Fig. 3. Delay time of 7� 128, 8� 256, and 9� 512 decoders.

of the leakage power of all the components. Assuming that we
apply four distinct ’s, the analytic approximated equation
for leakage power (LP) is

(3)

where , and represent the ’s for address
bus drivers, data bus drivers, decoders, and 6T-SRAM cell ar-
rays, respectively. Each exponential term evaluates the leakage
power dissipation of one of the four components.

B. Access Time Models

Fig. 3 shows versus delay time of the 7 128, 8 256,
and 9 512 row decoders that we designed. Basically, the
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TABLE III
CACHE COMPONENT DELAY MODEL COEFFICIENTS AT 70C DIE TEMPERATURE AND A TYPICAL CORNER FOR EACH CACHE SIZE

CMOS circuit delay of ultra deep submicrometer short-channel
transistors is

(4)

where , and 4 are constants depending on the technology
and transistor sizes. The measured delay time trends in Fig. 3
agree with (4). However, the circuit delay or access time also fits
very well to an exponential growth function with a very small
exponent over our range of interest. It was convenient for some
of our optimizations to approximate delay this way.

To obtain an approximated analytic equation for delay time
as a function of , we measured the delay time of the decoders
at each discrete point, and we fit the following exponential
curve to the measured delay time:

(5)

where , and are constants derived using the same tech-
nique as that used for the leakage power models.

The rest of the cache components show the same delay trend
characteristics as the decoder case of Fig. 3. Hence, the same
curve-fitting technique can be applied for those components to
derive approximated delay time models as functions of like
(5). The coefficients for all the components in (5) can be found
in Table III.

Once all of the approximated delay time models for each
component are extracted for a specific cache size, total delay
or access time of the cache can be approximated as a sum of the
delay times of all the cache components. Assuming that we can

4
� was around 2 in submicrometer technology, but it has been decreased to

about 1.3 in the current generation deep-submicrometer technology.

Fig. 4. Access time and leakage power versus cache size of the baseline
caches.

apply four distinct ’s, the analytic approximated equation for
the access time (AT) is

(6)

where , and represent the ’s for address
bus drivers, data bus drivers, decoders, and 6T-SRAM cell ar-
rays, respectively. Each exponential term corresponds to the
delay time of one of the four components.

We also define baseline caches in which the of all the
cache components is set to a low- (0.2 V). Fig. 4 shows the
access time and the leakage power of the baseline caches. The
cache access time grows logarithmically and the leakage power
increases linearly with the cache size. Those trends agree with
those of earlier studies on SRAM design. In Fig. 4, we assume a
direct-mapped cache organization and consider only the leakage
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power of data arrays, disregarding the leakage of the tag com-
parators and other cache control logic.

III. CACHE LEAKAGE OPTIMIZATION WITH MULTIPLE

ASSIGNMENTS

A. Methodology

In this section, we present a leakage power optimization tech-
nique assuming that we can assign multiple ’s to a cache. To
find the minimum leakage power of caches using a maximum
of four distinct ’s under a specified target access time con-
straint, we formulate the problem as follows:

(7)

constraints

(8)

where , and represent the ’s for address
bus drivers, data bus drivers, decoders, and 6T-SRAM arrays,
respectively.

There exist numerous combinations of , and
satisfying a specific target access time. Among those

combinations, we find a quadruple of , and
producing minimum leakage power using a numerical optimiza-
tion method (e.g., Matlab’s fmincon function). We allowed the

combination that satisfies a specified access time error range
within 5%. We can repeat this procedure with modified objec-
tive and constraint functions to find an optimal combination
for cache memories that have only two or three distinct ’s.

Assuming that we can assign distinct ’s to each compo-
nent of the cache, it is important to determine how many ’s
are cost-effective because an extra mask and process step are
needed for each additional . To examine the dependence of
the optimization results on access time, we sweep the target ac-
cess time from the fastest possible (assigning a low of 0.2 V
to all the cache components) to the slowest possible (assigning
a high of 0.5 V to all the cache components). We present
here the summary of the assignment schemes we examined
in this study.

• Scheme I: Assigning a high- to all of the cache compo-
nents including address bus drivers, data bus drivers, de-
coders, and 6T-SRAM cell arrays. This requires 2 ’s if
we include a nominal or low for the processor’s gen-
eral logic circuits.

• Scheme II: Assigning a high- only to the 6T-SRAM cell
arrays that dominates leakage power but not the overall
cache delay and assigning a default- or low- (0.2 V) to
the rest of the transistors. This requires at least two ’s if
we include a nominal or low for the processor’s logic.

• Scheme III: Assigning a high- to the 6T-SRAM cell ar-
rays and assigning another high- to the peripheral com-
ponents—address bus drivers, data bus drivers, and de-
coders of the cache. This requires at least three ’s if
we include a nominal or low for the processor.

Fig. 5. Normalized optimum LP and V versus normalized AT of 512-KB
caches—schemes I and II.

• Scheme IV: Assigning four distinct high ’s to all four
cache components. This requires at least five ’s if we
include a nominal or low for the processor logic.

B. Leakage Power Optimization and Quantitative Tradeoff
Analysis

In Fig. 5, we plot the normalized optimum leakage power and
at different target access times (125%, 150%, 175%, and so

forth) of 512-KB caches employing schemes I and II. The op-
timum leakage power and the are obtained using (7) and (8)
of Section III-A. The parenthesized I and II in Fig. 5 represent
the schemes I and II, respectively. In the graph, the normalized
minimum leakage power and the access time of 100% corre-
spond to the access time and the leakage power of a 512-KB
baseline cache designed with a low (0.2 V) for all four cache
components—the fasted but leakiest cache. The 125% access
time in the axis means that the cache is 25% slower than the
baseline cache.

According to the trends shown in Fig. 5, the leakage power
decreases exponentially as the increases linearly; note that
the axis is a logarithmic scale. The optimization results for the
different cache sizes show almost the same normalized optimum
leakage power and trends as those of the 512-KB caches in
Fig. 5 as long as the same assignment scheme is applied; see
Table IV for the normalized leakage power of all the cache sizes.
Comparing two schemes—scheme I and II—the 512-KB cache
with scheme II dissipates less leakage power than the one with
scheme I at the same access time point when the normalized ac-
cess time constraint is less than 155%. For example, at the 125%
access time point, scheme II shows 6% leakage dissipation of
the baseline 512-KB cache and scheme I shows 13% leakage
dissipation—a 2 difference. However, scheme I shows better
leakage power reduction beyond a 155% normalized access time
point.

Fig. 6 shows the normalized optimum leakage power and
versus normalized access time trends for a 512-KB cache of
scheme III. The optimum leakage power and the ’s are ob-
tained using (7) and (8) of Section III-A. In Fig. 6, the of
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TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE LEAKAGE POWER OF SCHEMES I–IV NORMALIZED TO LEAKAGE POWER OF EACH CACHE SIZE AT THE 100% AT POINT

Fig. 6. Normalized optimum LP and V versus normalized AT of 512-KB
caches—schemes I and III.

the SRAM cell array, denoted as array in the graph, starts to in-
crease first. This implies that the SRAM cell array is responsible
for the most significant fraction of total cache leakage power,
but it has the least impact on increasing the total cache access
time. After the of the SRAM cell arrays are saturated to the
maximum allowed point (0.5 V), the of the peripheral com-
ponents labeled as peri in the graph is increased further to reduce
further leakage power in the peripheral components. However,
this just increases the access time without much further cache
leakage reduction. For example, the leakage power is not de-
creased over the 215% access time point where the for the
peripheral circuit has not reached the maximum value (0.5 V)
in this 512-KB cache case.

This leakage power and versus access time trends also ex-
plain the leakage optimization results shown in Fig. 5: scheme II
shows a better optimization result than scheme I does when the
normalized access time is less than 155%, but it does not beyond
155% access time point. Recall that scheme I assigns a high-
to all the cache components. It sacrifices more access time un-
necessarily by increasing the of the peripheral components
with little leakage reduction at the same access time. However,
scheme II assigns the high- to just the SRAM cell arrays
that are responsible for a greater fraction of total cache leakage
power but affects access time less. However, scheme II cannot

Fig. 7. Normalized optimum LP and V versus normalizedAT—scheme IV.

reduce leakage power beyond the 155% access time point, be-
cause the leakage power of the peripheral components, where a
low is used, becomes substantial beyond this point.

Fig. 7 shows the normalized optimum leakage power and
versus normalized access time trends for a 512-KB cache of
scheme IV. The optimum leakage power and the ’s are ob-
tained again using (7) and (8) of Section III-A. In scheme IV,
we can assign up to 4 distinct ’s for leakage power opti-
mization. According to the results shown in Fig. 7, the of
the 6T-SRAM cell arrays starts to increase first similar to the
scheme III case. Among the peripheral components, the for
the data bus starts to increase first. This implies that the data
bus consisting of 128 b—the assumed bus width between the L2
and L1 caches—has the second most significant impact on the
leakage power. Even though the address bus has the same struc-
ture, the number of bits in the address bus is much smaller than
the data bus. Hence, the leakage power impact of the address
bus much less than the data bus. However, in the case of smaller
caches (e.g., 16–64 KB caches) where the data bus width is 32 b,
both the data and address bus have almost the same impact on
the leakage power. Therefore, the trends for both the data and
address buses will be the same. These trends suggest the di-
rection of optimizations that reduce cache leakage power.

Table IV summarizes the normalized cache leakage power of
schemes I–IV. As expected, we can reduce more leakage power
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TABLE V
CACHE DYNAMIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER ACCESS AND LEAKAGE POWER DISSIPATION

AT 70 C DIE TEMPERATURE AND A TYPICAL CORNER FOR EACH CACHE SIZE

while achieving the same access time by having more ’s to
control. If the access time is fixed, the caches of schemes III and
IV always show 38%–72% better leakage optimization results
than those of scheme I. There are a few things we should note
from this comparison study. First, as the target access time is
increased to more than the 150% point in scheme II, caches dis-
sipate more leakage power than those employing scheme I. This
implies that the cache peripheral components consume nonneg-
ligible leakage power. The leakage power of those components
becomes substantial when we cut down the leakage power of the
6T-SRAM arrays significantly. Second, the slowest cache ac-
cess time of scheme II ends around 150% in small-size caches.
This means that the peripheral components also play important
roles in both cache leakage power and access time. In other
words, increasing the of 6T-SRAM cell arrays alone gives us
diminishing returns at some point without reducing the leakage
power further. This is why the caches of scheme I give even
better results than those of scheme II as increases. Finally,
there is a negligible difference between caches of schemes III
and IV in terms of leakage power reduction. This implies that
scheme III employing two distinct high ’s—three ’s if
we include a nominal or low for the processor—is enough
to minimize leakage. Finally, as illustrated in Figs. 5–7 and
Table IV, each cache shows a wide range of optimal leakage
power consumption depending on target access time. Hence, the
right tradeoff point between the leakage power and the access
time of the caches will be determined by either system design
specifications or constraints.

IV. LEAKAGE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

FOR TWO-LEVEL CACHES

A. Methodology

In a processor memory system, the average memory access
time (AMAT) [18] is a key metric for measuring the overall
memory system performance. To evaluate the performance or
AMAT, it is essential to examine the cache miss characteristics
of realistic applications, because the performance or AMAT is a
function of L1 and L2 cache miss rates and cache access times.
In our study, we assume that the memory system hierarchy con-
sists of separate L1 instruction and data caches with a unified L2
cache. Then, the average performance of the processor memory
system can be measured or compared with the AMAT repre-
sented by

(9)

where HitTime and HitTime are the access time of L1 and
L2 caches, Miss Rate and Miss Rate are the miss rate of
L1 and L2 caches, and Miss Penalty is the external memory
access and data transfer time. Note that the local miss rate5 is
used as the Miss Rate .

Similarly, we measure the average memory access energy
(AMAE) to compare the dynamic energy dissipation of each
memory system configuration. Assuming that the L1 cache is
accessed every cycle, the AMAE represents the average en-
ergy dissipation per access in the entire microprocessor memory
system that includes L1, L2, and main memory. We can estimate
average memory access energy, as follow:

(10)

where Hit Energy is average energy dissipation per access
given in Table V. We assume a two-channel 1066-MHz
256-MB RAMBUS DRAM RIMM whose sustained transfer
rate is 4.2 GB/s [19] to derive the main memory access time
and dynamic energy dissipation per access. Though the sus-
tained transfer rate is quite high, we should also consider the
RAS/CAS latency of the memory, which is about 20 ns. For the
energy dissipation per access, we used the number given in [20],
which is 3.57 nJ per access. The dynamic energy dissipation
per access can vary depending on the number of RIMMs. We
assume that one RIMM is installed. See Section IV–B and note
that more RIMMs are favorable for our optimization technique,
because our technique prefers a larger L2 cache to a smaller
one for leakage power reduction. The larger L2 cache accesses
DRAM less frequently than the smaller one, resulting in less
energy consumption for accessing the external DRAM. Hence,
if more RIMM modules are installed implying more energy
dissipation per DRAM access, a larger L2 cache will allow
even more energy to be saved.

To obtain L1 and L2 cache miss rates, we use the Simple-
Scalar/Alpha 3.0 tool set [21], which is a suite of functional and
timing simulation tools for the Alpha AXP ISA. In addition, we
collected the results from all 25 of the SPEC2K benchmarks [15]
to perform our evaluation. All SPEC programs were compiled
for a Compaq Alpha AXP-21 264 processor using the Compaq
C and Fortran compilers under the OSF/1 V4.0 operating system
using full compiler optimizations . We completed the ex-
ecution for each benchmark application to get reliable L2 cache
miss rates, because L2 cache accesses are far less frequent than

5This rate is simply the number of misses in a cache divided by the total
number of memory accesses to this cache.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE L1 AND L2 CACHE MISS RATES

FROM THE ENTIRE SPEC2K BENCHMARKS

L1 cache accesses; an insufficient number of L2 accesses may
result in unrepresentatively higher L2 cache miss rates.

Table VI shows the average L1 and L2 cache miss rates from
the entire SPEC2 K benchmarks for 16-, 32-, and 64-KB L1
caches, respectively. We used direct-mapped L1 instruction
caches and four-way set associative L1 data caches. Also, we
used eight-way set associative L2 caches. For simplicity, each
L1 cache miss rate is obtained by taking the sum of the number
of total instruction and data cache misses and dividing by the
sum of total instruction and data cache accesses; a 16-KB L1
means instruction and data caches are each 16 KB in size. Since
an L2 miss rate is a function of the L1 cache miss rate, we
measure the separate L2 cache miss rates for each L1 cache size
configuration. Those cache miss characteristics will definitely
affect the leakage optimization direction of two-level cache
memory systems.

B. L2 Cache Leakage Power Optimization

Since an L2 cache’s contribution to leakage power dominates
due to their size, we will examine the leakage power optimiza-
tion of the L2 cache first. Consider caches designed with low-
(0.2 V) devices and a baseline cache memory system consisting
of 16 and 128 KB for L1 and L2 caches, respectively. Then,
we have leakage power consumption and AMAT corresponding
to this configuration. Increasing of the 128-KB L2 cache
will reduce the leakage power of the L2 cache, but it will in-
crease the AMAT of the cache memory system because of the in-
creased access or hit time. However, there is a way to reduce the
leakage power of the cache memory system without increasing
the AMAT that significantly impacts on the execution time of
the system.

The key to reducing leakage power without increasing AMAT
is to compensate for the increased L2 access time by reducing
the cache miss rate of the cache memory system. To reduce the
miss rate, we can increase the L2 cache size. The main memory
access penalty is quite significant in term of both time and en-
ergy. Hence, even a slight reduction of L2 cache miss rates re-
sults in a significant improvement in the AMAT. We note that
although area was one of the most important design constraints
in the past, this trend is changing and power is becoming an

Fig. 8. L2 leakage power optimization at a fixed L1 size (16 KB). (1) and (2)
are the leakage power consumption of the 256- and 512-KB caches at the same
AMAT as the baseline 128-KB cache, respectively.

equally important constraint in many situations [22]. In this ar-
gument, we assume that the same AMAT will approximately
give us the same execution time for a fixed processor core, L1
cache size, and benchmark program, so that we can fairly com-
pare the total leakage energy consumption as well.

Fig. 8 shows the leakage power versus AMAT of L2 caches
with a fixed L1 cache size—16 KB. The leakage power opti-
mization for individual caches is based on scheme III that re-
quires two additional distinct high ’s for L2. Assuming the
AMAT of the fastest 128-KB L2 cache designed with low-
(0.2 V) as a baseline, we compare the leakage power of other
caches at the same AMAT point; see the (1) and (2) points in
Fig. 8. The (1) and (2) points are the leakage power consump-
tion of the cache system with the 256- and 512-KB caches at
the same AMAT as the baseline 128-KB cache system. As can
be seen from the plots, the AMAT can be maintained while the
leakage power can be reduced by replacing the baseline 128-KB
L2 cache with a 256-KB L2 cache that is intentionally slowed
down by increasing its ’s to reduce leakage.

This replacement with the double-sized L2 cache reduces
the leakage power by 70% compared to the fastest but leakiest
128-KB L2 cache with the same AMAT. Similarly, the use of a
512-KB L2 cache can further reduce leakage compared to the
256-KB cache; see the vertical line in Fig. 8.

Finally, the employment of larger L2 caches also reduces
the average dynamic power of the memory system, because
the larger L2 caches reduce the number of external memory
accesses that consume a significant amount of dynamic energy.
Table VII summarizes the results for the normalized leakage
power and normalized average memory access energy for each
L1 cache size designed using scheme III at a fixed AMAT. To
compare leakage power and AMAE, the following standard
cache configurations were used: 128-KB L2 with 16-KB L1,
256-KB L2 with 32-KB L1, and 512-KB L2 with 64-KB L1.
The shaded numbers represent the baseline L2 configuration,
leakage power, and AMAE. Table VII shows the counterintu-
itive results that we can reduce both leakage power and AMAE
by employing larger L2 caches while maintaining the same
AMAT.
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TABLE VII
L2 CACHE NORMALIZED LEAKAGE AND AMAE

AT THE FIXED L1 SIZE (16 KB) AND AMAT

Fig. 9. L1 leakage power optimization at a fixed L2 size (512 KB). (1) and (2)
are the leakage power consumption of the 32- and 16-KB caches at the same
AMAT as the baseline 64-KB cache, respectively.

C. L1 Cache Leakage Power Optimization

It is rather difficult to improve the L1 cache miss rates fur-
ther, because they are already very low for 16-, 32-, and 64-KB
caches in the case when SPEC2K benchmarks are run. Hence,
the access time of caches become a dominant factor in deter-
mining the AMAT. For example, the access time of a 64-KB
L1 cache increases by 48% compared to the fastest 16-KB L1
cache, because the access time is very sensitive to size in small
caches. Essentially, cache access time increases logarithmically
with size, but has a steeper slope for smaller caches than for
larger caches. This observation explains why the AMAT of a
cache hierarchy with a smaller L1 cache can be faster than one
with a larger L1 caches for a certain range of cache sizes (e.g.,
16 or 64 KB).

Fig. 9 shows the leakage power versus the AMAT of 16-, 32-,
and 64-KB L1 caches using scheme III each with a fixed L2
cache of size 512 KB. Like the comparison performed in Section
IV–B, the leakage power of different caches is compared at the
same AMAT point. The plots show that leakage power can be
reduced by replacing the fastest 64-KB L1 cache with a 32-KB
L1 cache that is intentionally slowed down by increasing its

’s to reduce the leakage power—the resulting cache memory

TABLE VIII
L1 CACHE NORMALIZED LEAKAGE AND AMAE

AT THE FIXED L2 SIZE (512 KB) AND AMAT

system still has the same AMAT. Similarly, a slowed 16-KB
cache with increased ’s can replace a 32-KB cache without
changing the AMAT of the L1/L2 hierarchy. The new system
consumes much less leakage power; see points (1) and (2) in
Fig. 9, which are the leakage power consumption of the cache
system with the 32- and 16-KB caches at the same AMAT as
the baseline cache system.

Table VIII shows the results for normalized leakage power
and AMAE as a percentage of each fast but leaky L1 cache
size using scheme III with fixed AMATs. The comparisons were
performed in the same manner as Table VII. The shaded num-
bers represent the baseline L1 configuration, leakage power,
and AMAE. According to the comparisons, we can reduce both
leakage power and AMAE by employing smaller L1 caches.
This is the inverse of the case for L2 caches, where the leakage
of the overall memory system can be reduced by increasing their
size. However, it should be noted that these results are only valid
within the specific set of sizes and simulation environment given
in this discussion. First, a 4-KB L1 cache will have a cache
miss rate that is much higher than a 16-KB cache, but its access
time will not be sufficiently smaller to make the tradeoff worth-
while. Also, the normalized AMAE is rather high because the
total power fraction of L1 caches is relatively small compared to
L2 caches. Second, many SPEC2K benchmark programs have
very high locality compared to real-world larger size applica-
tions. This results in quite low cache miss rates for small-size
L1 caches as shown in Table VI. Third, the operating system
(OS) context switching was not modeled due to our limited sim-
ulation environment. The context switching typically increases
cache miss rates, because cache flushing increases cold start
misses. These factors must be considered if one is to perform
realistic cache leakage power optimizations with the proposed
techniques.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we examined the leakage power and access time
tradeoff for caches where multiple ’s are allowed. We used
curve fitting techniques to model subthreshold leakage power
and access time. Our results show that two extra distinct high

’s for caches—3 ’s including the for the micropro-
cessor core logic—are sufficient to yield a significant reduction
in leakage power. Such an arrangement can reduce the leakage
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power by as much as 91%. We also show that smaller L1 and
larger L2 caches than are typical in today’s processors result
in significant leakage and dynamic power reduction without af-
fecting the average memory access time. Given that the pro-
cessor core may need a distinct , and each of the caches may
need up to two ’s (scheme III) we could require up to five
distinct ’s for the leakage power optimization of two-level
cache memory systems.

Even though the modeling and optimization techniques pre-
sented in this study have been performed using continuous-do-
main functions, the actual cache latencies are integer numbers of
processor clock cycles. Cache designers or architects can choose
an appropriate discrete point from the continuous-domain re-
sults depending on their target processor core clock frequency.

Furthermore, the circuit techniques combined with microar-
chitectural level controls exemplified by drowsy caches [10] are
designed to reduce the leakage power of L1 caches when sac-
rificing access time is not an option. Such an approach is less
attractive for L2 caches. The same effect can be obtained more
simply by using high- circuits.
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